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To dis uss the salient role of statisti al memory ee ts in the human brain fun tioning, we have analyzed a
set of sto hasti memory quantiers that ree ts the dynami al hara teristi s of neuromagneti responses of
magnetoen ephalographi signals to a i kering stimulus of dierent olor ombinations from a group of ontrol
subje ts and ompared them with those for a patient with photosensitive epilepsy. We have dis overed that
the emergen e of strong memory and the a ompanying transition to a regular and robust regime of haoti
behavior of the signals in the separate areas for a patient most likely identies the regions where the prote tive
me hanism against the o urren e of photosensitive epilepsy is lo ated.
PACS: 05.45.Tp, 87.19.La, 89.75.-k
ter physi s (liquids [4℄, solids [5℄, and super ondu tiv-

1. INTRODUCTION

ity [6℄), astrophysi s [7℄, nu lear physi s [8℄, and quanIn reasing attention was being paid re ently to us-

tum [9℄ and

lassi al [10℄ physi s, to name only a few.

ing nonequilibrium statisti al physi s in the study of

At present, we

statisti al memory ee ts in random pro esses that

for the analysis of memory ee ts in diverse physi al

an use a variety of statisti al methods

originate from nature. The role of memory has its roots

systems. Typi al su h s hemes are Zwanzig  Mori's ki-

in natural s ien es sin e 1906 when the famous Rus-

neti

sian mathemati ian Markov wrote his rst paper on the

equations [11℄, generalized master equations and

orresponding statisti al quantiers [12℄, Lee's re ur-

theory of Markov random pro esses [1℄. His theory is

ren e relation method [13℄, the generalized Langevin

based on the notion of an instant loss of memory of the

equation [14℄, et .

prehistory (memoryless property) of random pro esses.

In this paper, we demonstrate that the presen e

On the other hand, there is an abundan e of physi al

of statisti al memory ee ts is of salient importan e

phenomena and pro esses that

for the fun tioning of healthy physiologi al systems.

by statisti al memory ee ts:

an be

hara terized

kineti

and relaxation

This

pro esses in gases [2℄ and plasma [3℄,

ondensed mat-

memory time s ales in the sto hasti

an imply, in parti ular, that the presen e of large
dynami s of dis-

rete time series an hara terize pathologi al (or atas-

* E-mail: rmytheory.kazan-spu.ru

trophi al) violation of salutary dynami
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human brain.

behavior of neuromagneti

responses of human

brain as re orded by magnetoen ephalograms (MEG)
is a

ompanied by the likely initiation and the existen e

of photosensitive epilepsy (PSE).
We rst
pro esses.

onsider a simplied version of the Markov
We introdu e the

onditional probabil-

K1(x1 ; t1 jx2 ; t2 ) that x is found in the range
(x2 ; x2 + dx2 ) at x2 if x had the value x1 at t1 . For the

ity

Markov random pro ess, the

onditional probability

x lies in the range (xn ; xn + dxn ) at tn given that x
had the values x1 ; x2 ; : : : ; xn 1 at times t1 ; t2 ; : : : ; tn 1
depends only on xn 1 :

that

Kn 1 (x1 ; t1 ; x2 ; t2 ; : : : ; xn 1 ; tn 1 jxn ; tn ) =
= K1 (xn 1 ; tn 1 jxn ; tn ):

òîì
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xj = xj (tj ); tj = j;

As an example, we demonstrate here

that the emergen e of strong memory time s ales in the
haoti

ÆÝÒÔ,

where



is a dis retization time step,

j

; ; : : : ; N.

= 1 2

This zeroth-order fun tion is then related iteratively
to higher-order memory fun tions

Mi (t); i

; ;:::.

= 1 2

In this approa h, the set of dis rete memory fun tions

Mi (t); i = 1; 2; : : : , of the ith order together with

the

orresponding relaxation parameters quantify the

memory ee ts. The full set of memory fun tions inludes all pe uliarities of the memory ee ts for real
omplex systems.
whole set of the
eters

an be

For the dis rete time series, the

Mi (t) fun

tions and relaxation param-

al ulated dire tly from the experimental

data [17℄.
Following the argument in Refs. [17℄ provides adequate tools for studying the role of memory ee ts in
dis rete-time dynami s of

omplex systems. The

The equation states that given the state of a Markov

less statisti al quantiers that are

pro ess at some time

the strength of memory that is inherent in the

ture) state of the

dynami s. The rst su h a measure is

tn 1 < tn , the forth oming (fupro ess at tn is independent of all

s

previous states at prior times. The equation is the stan-

"i (!) =

dard denition of the Markov random pro ess. Therefore, from the physi al standpoint, the Markov pro ess
is a pro ess without the afteree t. This means that
the future" and the past" of a pro ess are independent

One of the rst measure of memory" in physiologi al time series studied in ele troen ephalographi
signals, both of

healthy subje ts and of patients (in luding epilepsy patients) [15℄, was the detrended-u tuation analysis [16℄.
vides an appropriate and most

equations pro-

onvenient methodolo-

gy for the quantitative des ription of statisti al memory ee ts of random pro esses in the physiologi al
data.

In parti ular, using the reasoning put forward

in Refs. [17℄, one

an obtain a

equations for the dis rete time

hain of

oupled kineti

orrelation fun tion

hÆx(t)Æx(0)i
a(t)  M0 (t) =
hÆx2 (0)i
of the u tuation

Æx(t) = x(t)
where

hx(t)i;

omplex

i (!)
i+1 (!)

M~ i0 (!)
;
M~ i0+1 (!)
jM~ i (!)j2 denotes the

Æi (!) =

2. MEASURES FOR MEMORY

The use of Zwanzig  Mori's kineti

apable of measuring

and the se ond follows as

of ea h other at the known present".

(EEG) and magnetoen ephalographi

har-

a terization of memory is based on a set of dimension-

where

i (!)

=

power spe -

orresponding memory fun tion Mi (t),
M~ i0 (!) = dM~ i (!)=d!, and M~ i (!) is the Fourier transform of Mi (t). The measures "i (! ) are suitable for
trum of the

quantifying the memory on a relative s ale, whereas
the

Æi (!)

are useful for quantifying the ampli ation

of relative memory ee ts o
plexity levels.
teria for the

urring on dierent

Both measures provide statisti al

omri-

omparison of the relaxation time s ales

and memory time s ales of the pro ess under study.
For values obeying
plex dynami s

f"; Æg  1, one

an observe a

om-

hara terized by short-range temporal

memory s ales. In the limit, these pro esses assume a

Æ-like

memory with

", Æ

! 1.

When

f"; Æg > 1, one

deals with a situation with moderate memory strength,
and the

ase with both

", Æ  1 typi

ally

onstitutes a

more regular and robust pro ess with strong memory
features.

3. EXPERIMENTAL DATA FOR PSE

x(t) = (x1 ; x2 ; : : : ; xN )

Next, we pro eed dire tly to the analysis of the ex-

is a random dis rete-time pro ess, i.e.,

perimental data: MEG signals re orded from a group
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of nine healthy human subje ts and for a patient with
PSE [18℄. PSE is a

ommon type of stimulus-indu ed

epilepsy, dened as re urrent

onvulsions pre ipitated

ltered (with the bandpass frequen y 0.03100 Hz) and
digitized at 0.5 kHz. Eye movements and blinks were
monitored by measuring an ele tro-o ulogram. Trials

>
>

by visual stimuli, parti ularly by i kering light. The

with MEG amplitudes

diagnosis of PSE involves nding paroxysmal spikes on

o ulogram amplitudes

an EEG in response to the intermittent light stimula-

reje ted from averaging.

tion.

To elu idate the

olor dependen e of photosen-

:::

3000 fT/ m and/or ele tro150

V

were automati ally

Trials were repeated until

> 80 responses were averaged for ea

h

olor

ombina-

sitive in normal subje ts, brain a tivities subje ted to

tion. The averaged MEG signals were digitally lowpass-

uniform

ltered at 40 Hz, and then the DC oset during the

hromati

i kers with whole-s alp MEG were

measured in Ref. [18℄ (further details of the MEG experiment

an be found in [18℄).

baseline (

100 to 0 ms) was removed. At ea h sensor

lo ation, the magneti

Nine right-handled healthy adults (two females,

waveform amplitude was

lated as the ve tor sum of the orthogonal

al u-

omponents.

seven males; age range 2227) voluntarily parti ipated.

Peak amplitudes were normalized for ea h subje t with

The subje ts were s reened for photosensitivity and

respe t to the subje t's maximum amplitude. The la-

100 to

1100 ms was divided with 100 ms

personal or family history of epilepsy. The experimen-

ten y range

tal pro edures followed the De laration of Helsinki and

bins. The peak amplitudes were then

were approved by the National Children's Hospital in

eraging all peak amplitudes within ea h bin.

Japan.

All subje ts gave their informed

al ulated by av-

onsent af-

ter the aim and potential risk of the experiment were
explained.

During the re ording, the subje ts sat in

4. MEMORY ANALYSIS FOR THE PRESENCE

a magneti ally shielded room and were instru ted to

OF PSE

observe visual stimuli passively without moving their
eyes.

With our set in Figs. 15, we present the results of

Stimuli were generated by two video proje tors and

numeri al

al ulations and the analysis of the exper-

were delivered to the viewing window in the shielded

imental data in the framework of the nonequilibrium

room through an opti al ber bundle.

statisti al approa h to sto hasti

tor

ontinuously produ ed a single

Ea h proje -

olor stimulus. Li-

pro esses in dis rete

omplex systems [17℄. In Figs. 13, we depi t the typ-

quid- rystal shutters were lo ated between the opti al

i al data for one healthy subje t ( 6) in

devi e and the proje tors.

with a PSE patient in the

By alternatively opening

one of the shutters for 50 ms, 10 Hz (square-wave)
hromati
30

i ker was produ ed at the viewing distan e

m. Three

olor ombinations were used: redgreen,

bluegreen, and redblue. The CIE

hroma ity

oor-

x = 0:496, y = 0:396 for red; x = 0:308,
y = 0:522 for green; and x = 0:153, y = 0:122 for blue.
2
All olor stimuli had the luminan e 1:6 d/m in other-

dinates were

wise total darkness. In a single trial, the stimulus was

nation of the

omparison

ase of a redblue

olor stimuli.

To make the

also show the averaged data for the whole group of
nine healthy subje ts
PSE in Figs. 4 and 5.
penden e of the time

ompared with the patient with
Figure 1 shows the time deorrelation fun tion

the rst two memory fun tions
healthy subje t ( 6) (Fig. 1a)

Mi (t), i

fun tion

olor

ombination was xed.

and

ompared with those

of 3 s, during whi h no visual stimulus was displayed.

M0 (t)

M0 (t)
;

= 1 2 for a

for a patient with PSE (Fig. 1b). The time

Neuromagneti

on lusion

about the role of the statisti al memory ee ts, we

presented for 2 s and followed by an inter-trial interval
In a single session, a

ombi-

orrelation

displays long-range os illations in the

healthy subje t and a sharp de ay for the patient with

responses were measured with a

PSE. It

an be seen from Fig. 2, where the power spe t-

122- hannel whole-s alp neuromagnetometer (Neuro-

ra of time

mag-122;

are represented, that the fra tal dependen e at order

Neuromag Ltd.,

Finland).

mag-122 has 61 sensor lo ations, ea h
originally

oriented

planar

The

Neuro-

ontaining two

gradiometers

oupled

to

, i.e.,

orrelation fun tion and memory fun tions

0 (!) / !

with

:

= 1 74 in the time orrela-

tion fun tion of the healthy person (Fig. 2a) transforms

DC-SCUID (super ondu ting quantum interferen e de-

into a group of peaks

vi e) sensors. The two sensors of ea h lo ation measure

and



orresponding to the

; ; ; Æ,

rhythms in frequen y behavior of the subordi-

i (!),

i

; ;

two orthogonal tangential derivatives of the brain mag-

nate quantiers

= 1 2 3.

The typi al

neti

pi ture in the patient with PSE (Fig. 2b)

onsists in (i)

eld

omponent perpendi ular to the surfa e of

the sensor array. The planar gradiometers measure the
strongest magneti
urrents.

signals dire tly above lo al

orti al

From 200 ms, prior responses were analog-

the

hara teristi

with

absen e of the fra tal dependen e for

0 (!), (ii) the disappearan

e of the well-dened mani-

festation of physiologi al ele tromagneti

731
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Fig. 1.
Time dependen es of time orrelation fun tion M0 (t)(i = 0) and rst two subordinate memory fun tions
Mi (t); i = 1; 2 for a healthy subje t ( 6) (a) and for the patient (b) with PSE for the SQUID number n = 10,  = 0:2 ms.
The drasti distin tions of Mi (t) in a healthy person ompared to a patient with PSE is learly dete table. They onsist in

the appearan e of signi ant long-range os illations in the healthy subje t and the suppression of high frequen y noise in
the patient with PSE

(iii) the appearan e of a single spike peak at the fre-

i = 1; 2; 3, is

quen y 10.15 Hz in all spe tra and for all sensors

The

n.

The most instru tive singularities in the frequen y
dependen e of the rst three points of the measure

"i (!), i

of memory

=

; ;

1 2 3 (Fig. 3) are as fol-

lows. In a healthy person, we observe the fra tal de-

! <

penden e in the low-frequen y domain (

"1 (!) / !
with "2 (!

with

= 0)

!

:

i.e., for
measure

"2(!)

0, and two single peaks in the

"1 , is ree ted by a de rease in the memory
"1 (!0 = 0) by a fa tor of approximately 56.

Moreover, a drasti

"2 (!) and "3 (!) o

The topographi

50 Hz)

= 1 67, the spe i behavior

learly dete table in the patient with PSE.

ru ial role of the strong memory at the rst level,

hange of the frequen y spe tra for
urs.
dependen e of

"1 (!

n

= 0; ) de-

pi ted in Fig. 4 demonstrates the existen e of a longrange time

orrelation a

ompanied by a pronoun ed

domain of the brain-rhythm frequen ies for the third

in rease of the role of the statisti al memory ee ts in

point

all MEG sensors with SQUID numbers

"3 (!).

This behavior is

hara teristi

only of

healthy subje ts. The role of in reasing memory and

in the patient with PSE

n = 1; 2; : : : ; 61,

ompared to healthy persons.

the persistent transition from a more random (healthy)

The dieren e between a healthy subje t and the sub-

into a robust, more regular regime of the underlying

je t with PSE is about an order of magnitude.

haoti

pro ess at all three subordinate measures

"i (!),

To spe ify the role of the strong memory, we fur-
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Fig. 2. Power spe tra i (! ), i = 0; 1; 2, for the memory fun tions in a healthy person (a) and in the patient with PSE (b)
for the SQUID number n = 10 in double-log s ale. The spe tra in the healthy person ( 6) demonstrate the presen e of
ele tromagneti waves at hara teristi frequen y s ales ; ; ; Æ , and  rhythms (in 2 (! )). Noti eable peaks of ele tromagneti ex itations in a patient with PSE near 50 Hz and 100 Hz an be observed. Similar peaks are present in many other
sensors of the human brain ore with PSE. The fra tal dependen e 0 (! ) / ! that typies a healthy person is absent in
a patient with PSE. This transition plays a ru ial role for the emergen e of strong memory in a patient with PSE

dependen e in terms of a

(sensor 59) regions. The early a tivity in these sensors

novel information measure, the index of memory. It is

may ree t the prote tive me hanism that suppresses

ther study the topographi
dened by

(see Fig. 5).

 (n) =

Æ1healthy (0; n)
Æ1patient (0; n)

orti al hypera tivity due to

One might remark that some earlier steps towards
brain have already been set in other elds of s i-

ampli ation of the memory ee ts for the magneti

en e su h as neurology,

signals of MEG in the patient with PSE

ros ien e and so on.

neti

signals is

ompared with

The sharp in rease of the role of

memory ee ts in the sto hasti

i kering.

the understanding of the normal and diseased human

This statisti al quantier measures the

the healthy group.

hromati

behavior of the mag-

lini al neurophysiology, neu-

The numerous studies applying

the linear and nonlinear time series analysis to EEG
and MEG in epilepti

;

patients are dis ussed in de-

learly visible for the SQUID numbers

tail in Refs. [18 19℄ with the neurophysiologi al basis

The observed points of MEG

of epilepsy, in parti ular photosensitive epilepsy, taken

n = 10; 46; 51; 53, and 59.

sensors lo ate the regions of the prote tive me hanism

into a

against PSE in a human organism: frontal (sensor 10),

gested that a signi ant nonlinear stru ture was evi-

o

dent in the MEG signals for

ipital (sensors 46, 51, and 53) and right parietal

733
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The frequen y dependen es of the rst three subordinate statisti al quantiers measuring the strength of memory
= 1; 2; 3, in a healthy person ( 6) (a) and for the patient with PSE (b) for the SQUID number n = 10. A
distin t redu tion by the fa tor 1=56:5 in the zero-frequen y value "1 (! = 0) o urs from the healthy person to the patient
with PSE. This feature quanties the emergen e of strong memory in the subje t with PSE. It is further a ompanied by a
noti eable disappearan e of sharp ele tromagneti ex itations at low frequen ies and by the appearan e of high-frequen y
noise

Fig. 3.

"i (! ), i

nonlinearity was not dete ted for the patient.
dition, the

ouplings between distant

were found to be greater for
important role of
ity in sustained

In ad-

ontrol subje ts.

ombinational

hromati

orti al ex itation was also

The

sensitivonrmed.

These previous ndings lead to the hypothesis that the
healthy human brain is most likely equipped with an essentially nonlinear neuronal pro essing ree ting an inherent me hanism defending against a hyper-ex itation
to

hromati

i kering stimulus, and su h a nonlin-

ear me hanism is likely to be impaired for a patient
with PSE.

5. CONCLUSIONS

orti al regions
This study of the
magneti

haoti

behavior of the neuro-

signals of a human MEG's with PSE and in

a group of healthy subje ts elu idates the role of the
statisti al memory as an important

riterion measuring

the fun tioning of human brain. Even an insigni ant
ampli ation of the memory ee ts tests the pathologi al

hanges in the brain of a patient with PSE. The

pronoun ed sharp in reases in memory ee ts in our
set of statisti al quantiers in the neuromagneti

sig-

nals indi ates the pathologi al state of a patient with
PSE within separate areas of the brain. Our statisti al
approa h, being

onveniently

onstru ted from the set

of subordinate memory fun tions yielding the rate of
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The topographi dependen e of the information measure for memory "1 (! = 0; n) in a healthy
person (1 ) (at a xed n, the mean value for the whole
group of the 9 ontrol subje ts) is ompared with the
patient with PSE (2 ), n = 1; 2; 3; : : : ; 61 is the SQUID
number on the human brain ore. The ru ial role of
the strong memory for n = 10; 46; 51; 53, and 59 is
learly dete table. All sensors depi ting "1 (! = 0; n)
learly demonstrate the emergen e of statisti al memory ee ts in the haoti behavior of magneti signals.
Nevertheless, the role of strong memory ee ts, i.e.,
the minimum values for "1 (! = 0; n), appre iable inreases in the patient in SQUID sensors with the numbers n = 10; 46; 51; 53, and 59
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n

Topographi dependen e of the index  (n) versus sensor n, being the SQUID number on the human
brain ore. This indi ator measures the ampli ation
of the role of memory ee ts. The sharp in rease of
 (n) for n = 10; 46; 51; 53, and 59 hara terizes a noti eable in rease of memory ee ts in the haoti behavior of magneti signals in the patient with PSE and
thus emphasizes the ru ial role of the lo ation and the
pathologi al me hanism of PSE

Fig. 5.

Fig. 4.

of a dierent nature, su h as the Lyapunov exponent,
Kolmogorov  Sinai entropy, and

orrelation dimension,

whi h are widely used in nonlinear dynami s and related appli ations (see Ref. [21℄). In the present

on-

text, we nd that the employed memory measures are
hange of the auto orrelation fun tion of the measured

not only

omplexity dynami s, allows

hara terizing the neuro-

to identify anomalous brain behavior. The sear h for

signals in human brain in terms of statisti al

yet other quantiers, and foremost, the optimization

magneti

onvenient for analysis but also ideally suited

indi ators. These statisti al quantiers in turn measure

of su h measures when applied to

both the role and the strength of statisti al memory

me dynami s presents a true

that the underlying time series a

ommodates. Many

tive parti ularly holds true when attempts are made to

natural phenomena are des ribed by distributions with

identify and quantify an anomalous fun tioning in liv-

omplex, dis rete-ti-

hallenge.

This obje -

time s ale-invariant behavior [20℄. The suggested ap-

ing systems. The present work presents an initial step

proa h allows treating the sto hasti

towards the understanding of fundamentals of physio-

romagneti

dynami s of neu-

signals in human brain in a probabilisti

logi al pro esses in human brain.

manner and sear hing for its statisti al singularities.
From the physi al standpoint, the obtained results
an be used as a test to identify the presen e or absen e
of brain anomalies as they o

ur in a patient with PSE.

PSE is a type of reexive epilepsy that originates
mostly in visual

ortex (both striate and extra-striate)

but with a high possibility towards propagating to
other

orti al regions [22℄. Healthy brain may possibly

The set of our quantiers is uniquely asso iated with

possess an inherent

the emergen e of memory ee ts in the

nism against this propagation of

ior of the human brain

ore.

haoti

behav-

The registration of the

ontrolling (or defensive) me haorti al ex itations,

breakdown of whi h makes the brain vulnerable to

behavior of those indi ators as dis ussed here is then

trigger epilepti

of bene ial use to dete t the pathologi al state of sep-

the exa t origin and dynami al nature of this putative

arate areas (sensors 10, 46, 51, 53, and 59) in the brain

defensive me hanism is not yet fully known.

of a patient with PSE. There also exist other quantiers

we showed in Ref. [18℄ that brain responses against
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seizures in patients [23℄.

However,
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in
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subje ts
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plex network
and
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. R. Zwanzig, Nonequilibrium Statisti al Me hani s,
Cambridge Univ. Press, Cambridge (2001).

9

om-

omposed of the intera ting nonlinear

system with memory

. D. Chandler, Introdu tion to Modern Statisti al Mehani s, Oxford Univ. Press, Oxford (1987).

10

omponent is inherently stable

riti ally robust against external perturbations.
inhibitory

ee t,

whi h

is

essential for the

. R. Zwanzig, Phys. Rev. 124, 983 (1961); H. Mori,
Progr. Theoret. Phys. 34, 399 (1965); 33, 423 (1965).
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prevention of PSE, is made possible by the faster
signal pro essing between distant regions.
su h a network is
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apable of fa ilitating exible and

spontaneous transitions between many possible

ong-

urations as opposed to being entrained or lo ked with
the external perturbations [24℄. In short, our ndings
are in line with the growing body of eviden e that
physiologi al systems generate a tivity u tuations on

. U. Balu ani, M. H. Lee, and V. Tognetti, Phys. Rep.
373, 409 (2003); M. H. Lee, Phys. Rev. Lett. 49, 1072
(1982); 51, 1227 (1983); J. Hong and M. H. Lee, Phys.
Rev. Lett. 55, 2375 (1985); M. H. Lee, Phys. Rev.
E 61, 1769, 3571 (2000); M. H. Lee, Phys. Rev. Lett.
87, 250601 (2001).

many temporal and spatial s ales and that patholog-
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